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Physical ecopomy
is the basis qf
human knowledge
I

by Lyndon LaRouche

I

American statesman and physical economist Lyndo� LaRouche was freed from
prison, where he was held a political prisoner for five years, on Jan. 26. The
following is Part 1 of a series entitled "The Science of Physical Economy as the
Platonic Epistemological Basis for All Branches of BIJman Knowledge."
Beginning not long after 1989's economy-driven cQllapse of the Warsaw Pact
system, gradually, those establishment thinkers who were no longer blinded by the
hysterical mass-propaganda of the London- and Wall Street-centered monetarist
financier factions have appeared to register publicly a fresh overview of what
happened to the Soviet system at the close of the 1980s. Not only had the Warsaw
Pact system disintegrated, but the collapse of the post-Yalta form of Anglo
Saxon financial and, probably, the political system, tCllO, was not far behind. That
succession of changes in economic policy introduced to the world's economy as a
whole about

30 years ago, has set into motion a systemic disorder in the entire

world's economy: a spiralling collapse of physical e<lonomy, a physical collapse
caused by the insatiable appetites of an already vast� rapidly growing bubble of
financial speculation, a systemic collapse-process comparable to a parasitical
cancer feeding upon its dying victim.
Today, the only important economic policy-question confronting really intelli
gent thinkers in any other part of the world is: This financial system is doomed;
can we put a new, healthy economic system into Place in time to prevent the
political disintegration of our nations which must tencll to occur in the wake of the
financial avalanche about to crush the world as a whole?
What confronts us thus is not one of your famou$ boom-bust, cyclical crises
in financial markets; this is a systemic crisis, in wh�h case, either the relevant
economic policies are destroyed, or the economy is dt:\stroyed. Under these condi
tions, any attempt to divert the discussion of this mat�r by seeking to forecast the
day, or even the month a final collapse might occur ,I would be a pathetic sort of
22
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A scene in Houston,
Texas. When a nation's
physical economy does
not provide families with
the essential components
of a household market
basket, what chance is
there for children to
become the scientists
and explorers of the
future?

diversionary exercise in irrelevance. As long as present,

economy, taken as a whole, has been, incontrovertibly, in a

monetarist forms of "deregulation" and related "free trade"

continuing, downward spiral of collapse since no later than

policies continue to be tolerated, it will be impossible to

197 1.

prevent a financial and economic collapse of entire nations.

There is no natural cause for this economic decline of

When? One should answer simply, that unless we eradicate

both the Anglo-American and former Soviet systems. In both

the "free trade" and related policies which caused this crisis,

cases, bad policy, not nature, is the culprit. The presently

a total collapse of the system will come all too soon. Under

ongoing collapse of the post-Yalta economic order of the

any continuation of the policies currently defended by Wall

Anglo-Saxon alliance has been brought about through a quar

Street and the so-called neo-conservatives, these Anglo-Sax

ter-century of wrong-headed choices of economic policy and

on monetarist policies of the recent 25 years, it is absolutely

science policy generally, wrong policies of virtually every

assured, that soon, the entire planet will be plunged into

government and other relevant institution of this planet. Bad

the worst financial and economic catastrophe which modem

policy, not nature is to blame for this. If one jumps from the

history could recall since analogous Venetian bankers' poli

roof of a two-story building and breaks one's leg, please have

cies

the decency not to file a tort claim against the law of gravity;

produced

the

mid-fourteenth-century

collapse

of

Europe.

it was the bad policies which have been defended, or tolerated

In any case, even if last-minute policy-changes save the

up to this time by most among the putatively educated citizens

world from a breakdown of the physical economies, the ex

of the United States and other nations, which are directly

isting world monetary and financial systems are doomed.

the cause for the holocaust of misery consuming this planet

Any economic recovery will depend upon the creation and

today.

unleashing of large-scale state-credit mechanisms which op
erate in freedom from an old system which will then exist
only in the repose of bankruptcy reorganization.
Under such present conditions, it is more obviously ur
gent that we not measure the relative performance of econo
mies by the monetary yardstick of currency prices, but by the

1. Rudimentary comparative
studies of physical-economic
time-series

reality of physical output and consumption of households,
farms, and manufactures. If we examine the matter according
to those physical standards of measurement, the world's
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First, let us highlight the proof of the argument, that a
collapse has been in progress continuously over the past
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years. After that interpolation, let us proceed, with helpful
side-glances toward the recently published report on my
1948-52 discoveries in the science of physical economy,
to show the kind of philosophical thinking which must be
understood, practiced, and taught by the leading intelligen
tsia of nations, if the political institutions of those nations are
not to be misled into disasters of the sort now pushing this
entire planet into a prolonged New Dark Age.
Any person literate in either a branch of the physical
sciences, or industrial cost accounting, could readily prove
this post-1971 collapse to be an incontrovertible fact, using
the relevant, available historical statistics. An opening sum
mary of the thinking needed to construct a statistical demon
stration of that fact will clear the way for presenting the
central point of this report.
Since describing that computation is merely necessary
background to the deeper issues of current policy-shaping, I
shall outline the method of statistical construction as briefly
and simply as the subject permits. To construct such mea
surements for the 1963-93 interval, we begin with a study of
typical market-baskets of household consumption.
This includes the essentials of physical consumption,
plus the two essential categories of services: health and edu
cation. The per-capita requirements for a household vary
somewhat, of course. They vary according to the time in
which the household is situated, and by the cultural level we
are committed to achieving in practice through qualities of
life-expectancy, health, rations of time allotted for educa
tion, and related development of both the household as a
whole and the individual member, and so on.
What we require is a definition of a "standard household
consumption market-basket" based upon these elements. Let
us ask ourselves, then: What is the kind of standard we re
quire for comparing the case for different nations, or for the
same or another nation in a different period of history? In
practice, one should experiment with the changing statistics
for any nation during a period of successful growth in both
net domestic product and average standard of living: Exam
ine the way in which actual household consumption varies
according to both the economic-social characteristics of a
household and its demographic composition. If one turns
then to discussion of standard compositions of employment
of a national labor-force in my textbook So, You Wish to
Learn All About Economics?, one should recognize the way
in which one should proceed to construct a usable approxima
tion of the standard required.
For example, prior to the eighteenth and nineteenth cen
turies' implementation of Leibniz's proposals for an industri
al revolution based upon a system of heat-powered machin
ery whose technology was continually advancing, the
existence of any society required that more than 90% of the
labor force be employed in rural occupations. In contrast, if
today's technology were generally used, with farm prices at
the level we term "parity," less than 2% of a labor force
24
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is required in such modes of rural employment to satisfy
abundantly the total population' s Ii needs for agricultural products. This improvement in produftivity depends upon a prior
and maintained supply of needed tndustrial goods to the farm
er, and also a relevant developknent of elements of basic
economic infrastructure which i '*=lude rail transport, electri
cal power supplies, and generaliZed water management.
The solution to the problem o f defining a refined standard
of household market-basket first appears as we attempt to
compare our approximations of Iinarket-basket standards for
households with the market-bas�et requirements per capita
of agricultural and industrial prqctuction of physical goods.
One gains thus an insight into the! fact of a correlation of such
kind between per-capita productivity in production of goods,
and per-capita consumption of th� physical, health, and edu
cational requirements of the hou �eholds which, inclusively,
provide production with its labortforce members.
Looking at the statistics from jthis standpoint, we concep
tualize more easily the nature o e interdependence of pro
ductivity with the quality of per apita and per-square-kilo
meter development of such fo s of basic infrastructure as
general transportation, water mapagement, power supplies,
sanitation, and basic urban infra�cture.
If we merely bear those kinds jof analytical considerations
in mind, the available U.N. an� related statistics over the
interval 1963-93 tell an incontrOvertible story. In physical
terms, over this period, the pet-capita output of the total
rural and urban labor force has belen declining throughout the
world as a whole; the fact that ,"ome regions of the world
have been exceptional does not change the global picture (see

�

Figure 1).

We can see, in this way, thatithe trend downward begins
during the 196Os, with more add more suppression of the
industrial development of nation� in the southern hemisphere
of this planet. The trend begins a$ an apparent slowing of the
rate of economic growth, and theJ!l, during 1971-74, becomes
an absolute decline in the so-call�d industrialized sector as a
whole, in addition to the so-called developing sector. Even
those national economies which ido not go into absolute de
cline during the period 1971-81, � visibly affected by trends
in the world around them. The overall condition of this planet
during the 1980s is an uninterrupted, generally accelerating
downward trend.
Let me speak of the relevant official and popular opinion
in the United States. Similar observations are to be made
on the subject of opinion in oth�r countries. There are four
principal reasons most people in the U.S.A. have been duped
into accepting false 1980s or mor¢ recent reports of "econom
ic recovery," or even "prosperity�"
First, there is the credulity �f the majority of the U.S.
1
population today.
The influential Fabian Walter Lippmann proposed a
Goebbels-like mass-media brainwashing of Americans in his
famous book on public opinion; t� similar effect and purpose,
EIR
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FIGURE 1
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David Riesman made infamous the pathetic type of twenti
eth-century North American which he named an "other-di
rected" personality. Hannah Arendt, the one-time lover of
the Nazi regime's chief Nietzschean philosopher Martin Hei
degger, proposed that anyone who did not fit the model of
this brainwashed, "politically correct," other-directed type
should be ostracized as what she termed an "authoritarian
personality." The average American, including the shallow
minded, highly suggestible "populist type," has come to ac
cept whatever themes are currently implicit in addictive
forms of mass-spectator sports, Hollywood entertainment,
popular quasi-music, and the mass news media, as axiomati
cally the basis for constructing one's own "socially accept
able" forms of participation in "politically correct" forms of
mass opinion.
Repeat often enough, Goebbels-style, that the basis of
economy is "free competition in the market-place," that
economy is ruled by a mythical "law of supply and demand,"
or the popularized lie that the U. S. Constitution was based
upon John Locke, or the lie that the young U.S. federal
economy was founded upon the ideas of Adam Smith, and
the "other-directed" type of American will regurgitate that
nonsense ritually as if he believed that were the holiest of
eternal verities.
An included factor, the collapse of the quality of U.S.
education, especially under the influence of Fabians and kin
dred types, such as John Dewey and his followers, had alEIR
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ready damaged seriously the cognitive development of nearly
all Americans even before the ap�lication of such New Age
concoctions as the radical positivist "New Math" and other
destructive innovations of the recdnt three decades.
The development of the cogpitive capabilities of the
young to the degree needed for a pro-scientific, rigorous
quality of independent judgmedt, usually appears only
through the form of education rooted in the Greek and later
Classics, and emphasizing for in�truction in mathematics,
biology, and physics the student's!re-experiencing the origi
nal act of each important axiomat ic-revolutionary discovery
of his or her forebears. The mis ,uided substitution of the
textbook, and of generally accept�d algebraic formalisms as
a replacement for wrestling with Olassical and other original
sources has produced predominant!ly a type of graduate, even
among those burdened with terminal scientific degrees,
which Friedrich Schiller named contemptuously Brotgelehrten (bread scholars).
:
The result of substituting behaviorist modes of "learning"
for development of independent cdgnitive powers of rigorous
original discovery, has producedj among typical academic
and other strata, a virtually total lack of capacity for indepen
dent thinking, especially respecting axiomatic qualities of
assumption. This moral defect of judgment is often seen in
its most extreme form in precisely those moments that an
American asserts most loudly hi � "independent judgment"
on a matter. Thus, do such fool�sh conceits of disordered
public opinion render the politically correct true believer the
better suited to be a victim of the [silly opinions he or she is
induced thus to adopt.
Second, current statistical practice of national-income
accounting by governmental ageqcies, and by other widely
influential reporting agencies, disallows any efforts at a ratio
nal distinction between a physic�lly useless expansion of
nominal income and useful produqt:ion and consumption. For
example, if prostitution and drug-�afficking were legalized,
over $500 billion would be added to officially reported Gross
National Product (GNP), without �y actual increase in any
thing but the credulity of the sug$estible cohorts within the
population (see Figure 2). Thu$, a vast, parasitical bur
geoning of notional values of finarfial gains in various purely
speculative forms is counted as n*ional income on the same
basis as production of food, clothing, education, medical
care, bridges, tunnels, railways, and industrial workplaces.
As long as the nominal income fr<lm parasitical sources such
as financial speculation is nomin ly greater in price than the
margin of collapse of infrastruct,re, producers and house
holds' goods, the official idiot-s�ants of the statistical and
mass media communities will continue to insist, with a fanat
ic s menacing gleam in their eyes ,; that our national economy
is either at the brink of recovery, pr even being "overheated
by an excessive rate of growth"! I.
Third, over all of the past quarter-century, but especially
the recent decade, the official stati�ticians have lied more and
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FIGURE 2
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1969
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1970

27,741

1971
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1972
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15,177
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16,065
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on a per-household and per-capita basis.

1988
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,

181.6
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more shamelessly, on almost every subject, most of the time.
In addition, they have refused to deduct from gross national
incomes the cost represented by the failure to repair and
maintain essential elements of basic economic infrastructure,
such as railway systems, highways, bridges, water manage
ment systems, power stations and grids, and so on (see Table
1). In the United States, many trillions of dollars of never
existing "value added" have been added routinely, cumula
tively, to construct false, greatly inflated reports of annual
U.S. GNP.
Fourth, since the Ford Foundation's fraudulent, but in
fluential Triple Revolution report of 1964, that doctrine of
"post-industrial" utopianism has produced a malignant
growth in the percentile of the total U. S. labor force which
is either unemployed, about 17% or more today, or is em
ployed in forms of "services" which add virtually nothing,
or even less than nothing to either the net physical product
output or productivity of the U.S. economy (see Figure 3).
Although most of the non-productive service occupations, as
in the "fast food" distributorships, are paid wages way below
the level required to support a household decently, the aggre
gate inflationary cost of these "services" is monstrous. The
worst, the most savagely parasitical, are legalized gambling,
recreational (illegal) drug-trafficking, and financial services.
It ought to be plain enough, as a matter of relatively
simple calculations, that such a replacement of productive
employment by services is intrinsically a form of inflationary
rot which must destroy the nation in the end, if the policy is

7,312

78.7

780.1

1990

4,504

$

88.5

1989

:l*:�

47.6

480.5

Gross Dosmestic Product ia a fake concept. Between 1963 and
1993, fed by speculation, United States GDP rose from $603.1
billion, to a level of $6,374.0. During this period, Services as a
component ofGDP rose from; 39% to 54%, but even 'non-services'
growth represented a huge element of fraud. During this period,
when GDP allegedly rose 10-fold, sectors of the real physical
economy were actually contracting between 30 and 50% or more,
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Source: Edison Electric Institute.
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not reversed. Yet, babbling so called "experts," whether as
"talking heads" on the televisi qn screen, or elsewhere, have
induced a majority of Americ ns to "repeat after me: The
modern form of economy is a p st-industrial, services econo
my." The Wall Street emper r has no clothes!-but, the
credulous crowd of onlooker to that paraded nakedness
shouts its admiration of the maltvelous fabrics and tailoring.
Credulous popular opinio d aside, the scientific impor
tance of stressing the patholog cal side of expanded rations
of services employment is illustated conveniently in the fol:
lowing way.
Up to modern times-in o her words, up to about 550
years ago, even as recently as BOO years ago--over 90% of
I
the population must labor in th rural life, simply to keep the
whole society from collapse int mortal want. The margin of
decrease of the required rural ercentile of the labor force,
which technological progress as made possible, was ab
sorbed chiefly by a smaller but, tnitially, nearly proportionate
increase in two categories of thysical-productive employ
ment: the building and maintai ,ing of basic economic infra
structure and the direct producti pn of useful physical necessi
ties for consumption by indivi dpal households or industries.
President George Washington' � treasury secretary, Alexan-
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FIGURE 3
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der Hamilton, accurately forecast this coordinate growth of
urban industry and rural productivity in his famous official
1791 report to Congress, his outline of the anti-Adam Smith
"American System of Political Economy" upon which our
constitutional federal republic was founded, his On the Sub
ject of Manufactures.

Also, in addition to the growth of the percentile of the
labor force employed in urban production of physical goods,
modem history'S successive transformations in the "struc
ture" of employment have been accompanied by an, aggre
gately, relatively smaller margin of employment distributed
among four categorical "overhead" elements of social cost
which are not explicitly, directly productive of physical out
put or goods or infrastructure: education, health care, science
and technology per se, and administration.
In general, the change into these directions, from the
old, pre-industrial, bucolic base, is associated with three
correlated developments: increase in per-capita physical pro
ductivity of operatives, increasing complexity of the social
division of labor, and increase of power-flux-density. Among
the principal other features of these directions in structural
change of labor-force composition, we have the following.
The absolute increase in level of technology, combined with
the rate of that increase requires an increase of the segment
of employment assigned to science and technology as such.
The educational requirement is increased similarly, both cu
mulatively and with respect to the rate of technological prog
ress. The educational and related culture requirements of
EIR

the household members place a premium upon prolonging
healthy longevity of the populatiQn, and what that implies
otherwise. Justifiable increase in /idministrative burdens is
chiefly a reflection of the growtIjl of industry, education,
scientific progress, and health requirements. Also, a continu
al increase in physical productiVity, per capita and per square
kilometer, correlates with an incre�se of the ratio of employ
ment in producers' goods prodqction to employment in
households' goods production. '
One point to be singled out ere, is the danger of ex
ceeding justified levels of admini�trative employment. The
combination of unjustified burgeo ping of sales and adminis
tration expenses, plus growth of redundant employment in
questionable expansion of so-call¢d "services," is an infla
tionary economic disorder akin to ¢ancer in living processes,
a sickness which could ultimately bring about the death of
economies-as it has been slow�, but visibly killing the
u. S. economy during the past 40 i¢ational years of continued
drift into post-industrial utopianistln.
Once the implications of these observations are grasped,
the usefulness of the following, somewhat simplified approach
to comparative statistical analysis sbould be intelligible.
For estimating the relative groWth or collapse of a national
economy, or world economy over successive years, or decades,
a good rough estimate can be madeiin the following way.
Make all measurements in temts of per-capita, per-house
hold, and per-square-kilometer v �ues. Measure basic eco
nomic infrastructure, agriculture ,I mining, industry (manu
facturing, construction other !pan infrastructure), and
employment in education, scienc� and technology as such,
and health-care. Measure consumption and production, co
herently, as follows: market-bask�ts of household consump
tion (physical plus health, educ �ion), per household, per
square kilometer and per caPita; · arket-baskets of produc
ers' goods, consumed and produ ed, per capita, per square
kilometer and per household; rat s of producers' goods to
household goods turno.ver, per capita, per square kilometer,
and per household (see Table 2). I
In examining these statistics I take special note of the
following consideration. Distinguish between the productivi
ty of labor as measured, on the one side, with respect to
monetary price of direct labor e�ployed, and, on. the other
side, productivity as physical economy measures it, the latter
in terms of comparable physical ("market-basket") units of
output. For example, in physical ¢Conomy, measure the per
centile of the total labor force of I/. nation required to sustain
the essential contents of a household market-basket for all
members of that labor force.
In the first, monetary case, a rough, first-approximation
measurement is as follows. One s"btracts from the wholesale
manufacturer's price of produced! goods sold, the price-cost
of materials consumed by that p ro4luction; this yields a differ
ence, a gross margin, correspo ,ding roughly to nominal
(monetary) "value added by prodqction." In the second case,
we make a formally analogous r�ugh measurement, substi-
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TABLE 2

Production levels for goods in producers
and consumers' market-baskets on
a per-household basis (1967=1.000)
1967

Consumers' market-basket
1.000
Men's trousers
1.000
Men's shirts
1.000
Women's blouses
1.000
Women's dresses
1.000
Woven woollens
1.000
Refrigerators
1.000
Passenger cars
1.000
Tires
1.000
Radios
Producers' market-basket
Metal-cutting machine tools
Metal-forming machine
tools
Bulldozers
Graders and levellers
Pumps
Steel

1973

1979

1982

1990

0.965

0.594

0.504

0.335

0.644

0.486

0.343

0.165

1.023

1.511

1.405

0.684

0.597

0.503

0.339

0.279

0.264

0.254

0.139

0.166

1.247

0.935

0.703

0.932

1.150

0.869

0.484

0.512

1.020

0.833

0.666

0.877

0.706

0.467

0.316

0.098

1.000

0.643

0.530

0.289

0.212

1.000

0.854

0.730

0.404

0.406

1.000

1.200

0.713

0.334

0.306

1.000

0.786

0.748

0.383

0.349

1.000

1.140

0.541

0.424

0.506

1.000

1.029

0.821

0.416

0.487

0.624

0.575

0.459

0.544

0.451

0.598

0.632

0.689

Intermediate goods for either market-basket
1.000 1.023 0.914
Gravel and crushed stone
1.000 1.022 0.759
Clay
1.000 0.999 0.850
Bricks
1.000 1.045 0.911
Cement

A production level for each item for 1967 was determined, and
then divided by the number of households in 1967. This yielded a
production level on a per household basis. For example, in 1967,
the United States had 59,236,000 households and produced
86,014 metal-cutting machine tools. Thus, there were 0.001452
metal-cutting machine tools produced per household. The 1967
level was set equal to 1, and all subsequent years' production
levels were compared to it. By 1990, the United States produced
but 0.000308 metal-cutting machine tools per household, a level
that was only 21.2% of what it was in 1967.
During 1967-90, production levels, on a per household basis
for major goods contained in both the producers and consumers'
market baskets fell between 7 and 90%, with most goods
registering a collapse of 40% or more. This represents a fall in
both the producers and consumers' market baskets as a whole,
and shows the inability of the United States to reproduce itself.

tuting physical market-baskets of inputs and outputs of pro
duction; this defines a physical margin of "value added" per
capita, per household, and per square kilometer. Let us con
centrate now solely upon the physical measurement, in oppo
sition to the monetary one.
First, refine the rough physical measurement. Let us
make that physical margin of "value added" the numerator
of a fraction; make the denominator the total physical invest28
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ment, per capita of labor forae, in household and related
consumption by productive lab �r, and of materials and physi
cal capital of production. ThiS calculation yields a useful
estimation of productive "return on investment," in physical,
non-monetary terms. One obvious advantage of this en
hanced estimation is, that it reflects more accurately the rela
tionship between productivity at a local point of production
and the productivity of the national economy's productive
sector as a whole.
To render such physical output comparable with physical
input, we reduce each to its labor-content. This content is
reflected, in first approximatiob, by hours of direct produc
tive labor consumed in productipn. These raw hours, for each
case of an item in the market-b �sket list, are corrected by an
adjustment-factor. This compares the households' market
basket of consumption of the actual direct labor employment
in production of an item, with a standard consumption. That
standard consumption is obtaintd by averaging total national
consumption of direct labor's households with the total num
ber of direct labor employed in the nation. This provides a
mean value of consumption pet capita of direct labor for the
average household of direct lapor. That tactic provides the
indexing of the actual case requ ilred. The mean-hour of indus
trial-engineering type of cost-a¢counting is indexed for each
type of production in this way.
Thus, it might appear to some Cambridge systems analyst
who is thinking carelessly, or t<) a like-minded student of the
input-output schemes of W assily Leontief, that we are treating
this as a case of apparent produQtion of commodities by com
modities consumed. In fact, we are employing such an as
sumption merely to refute it: The fact that when commodities
are consumed by direct producti'Ve labor, apparently the com
modities are modally reproduci�g themselves negentropical
ly, reflects the function of labdr, as distinguished from any
other form of consumption of PJtoduced items. Implicitly, we
are refuting directly the famous axiomatic assumption of the
eighteenth-century French and ISwiss Physiocrats. It is only
the labor process which can impose willfully such forms of
negentropic, or should we better say "evolutionary-type"
transformations of functional processes to a higher state. This
is adumbration of Genesis 1 :26-28 as shown by the modal
form of a durably successive farm of society.
By taking the ratio of the activity of the productive sec
tor's labor-force households t<1> the physical costs and in
come, per household, of the nation as a whole, a useful
estimate of relative national prdductivity is obtained.
We may thus compare different nations, and the same
nations during different periodsl both in terms of their respec
tive productive sectors, and the results of relating each pro
ductive sector to the nation as aiwhole in this way.
1.1 The myth of 'cheap labor'

This approach to estimatin* relative productivity of na
tions provides a simple, implicitly conclusive exposure of
EIR
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Migrant laborers pick beans in New York. The "downsizing" of the productive sector. as corporations search for "cheap labor" at home
and abroad. is a disastrous strategy for the U.S. economy.

the fraud in British economist David Ricardo's celebrated

increased to everyone's advantage. Thus, if we assign the

myth of a "comparative advantage" allegedly inhering in

less-skilled forms of market-basket item to a nation whose

"cheap labor." Our view of today's widespread "free trade"

labor force has yet to reach generally the level of the V.S.

delusion affords us a better approximation of the actual pro

labor force. we are benefitting both nations by optimizing the

cess of this past 20-odd years of the worldwide economic

utilization of the labor force of the less-developed nation, and

collapse spiral.

maximizing the productivity of the relatively more developed

On behalf of the proposition that a V.S. corporation, for

one.

example, should situate a new manufacturing plant in some

The directly opposite result would be the case if we

underdeveloped nation noted for its favorable tax climate and

moved chunks of the employed V.S. labor force either into

supply of cheap labor, today's Wall Street financial houses

unemployment status, or into less-skilled, lower-paid em

console the North Americans who will lose their employment

ployment, or out of production of physical goods into servic

in this way: "If you wish to stop your jobs from flying away

es employment. In the former case, the U.S. economy would

to cheap-labor markets, you have only to lower your wage

have the added production and income to be a market for

expectations to levels which are competitive with foreign

the product of the developing nation; in the latter case, the

competition." Similarly, in the university economics depart

purchasing power of V.S. households would be reduced,

ments, the spin-doctors will assure all foolish enough to be

and, therefore, also the V.S. market as a whole.

a

In that reality which appears to exist only outside the

boon to the V.S. consumer, and therefore a boon to the V.S.

mouths of free-trade ideologues, the effect of the "runaway

economy as a whole.

shop," under today's post-industrial policies, is to shrink the

lieve them, that cheaper imports from foreign sources are

Imports are an actual boon to the V.S. economy, for

percentile of the total U.S. labor force employed in producing

example, under different circumstances than those refer

useful physical goods. The displaced labor from these run

enced by such academic spin-doctors. If a technologically

away industrial enterprises becomes either unemployed or

developed economy can move its culturally developed labor

employed in relatively marginal, even essentially almost use

out of low-skilled employment into more highly productive,

less occupations. The industrial purchases from U.S. suppli

more technologically advanced modes of production, the to

ers, especially medium and smaller producers and mainte

tal and per-capita productivity of the whole V.S. economy is

nance services, collapse. The tax revenue base of the affected
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FIGURE 4

Productive labor, people and workers
United States 1960-90
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community is collapsed more or less severely. The "downsiz
ing" of the per-capita scale of the U.S. agro-industrial pro
ducers' base, and the "downsizing" of the percentile of the
total U. S. labor force employed in production of physical
goods, signifies a collapsing of the U.S. economy's earned
real purchasing power, and a collapsing of the U. S. economy
below a physical break-even point (see Figure 4).
In consequence of this and other policies born of the
same deranged, if media-popularized mind-set, we have the
following picture of the U.S. economy itself.
Over the interval 1965-70, the rate of growth of the U. S.
physical economy slowed toward a net zero growth for the
economy as a whole (in terms of rate of increase of physical
output per capita, per household, per square kilometer). The
slowdown was triggered by the "downsizing" of the highly
stimulative, "post-Sputnik" aerospace "crash program" and
investment tax-credit programs upon which the post-196O
economic recovery from the 1957-60 recession had depended
almost entirely. This "downsizing" was worsened by the
combined influence of such "post-modernist" lunacies as
Robert Theobald's Triple Revolution, Robert S. McNa
mara's lunatic "systems analysis," Herbert Marcuse's ultra
leftism, and sundry "post-industrial" utopianisms. The inter
national effects of these and similar "New Age" policies led
to Prime Minister Harold Wilson's November 1967 collapse
of British sterling, and the ensuing first round of successive
collapses of the U. S. dollar erupting visibly during February
30
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and early March 1968.
During 1970-71, the U.S. net expenditure on basic eco
nomic infrastructure (additio �s and replacements versus
wear, tear, and obsolescence) : entered a phase of negative
growth which has not only con �nued, but accelerated down
ward to the present time. The resulting repair bill for water
management systems, trans �ation systems, power sys
tems, general sanitation, and ban infrastructure generally
now totals many trillions of do ars at constant-dollar prices.
The combined Chrysler and nn Central crises of spring
1970 signalled the next round f collapse of the U. S. dollar,
leading to the collapse of the , retton Woods gold reserve
system during March through ug. 15, 1971.
The further downsizing of e U.S. productive sector by
the Nixon administration's su cessive, so-called "Phase I"
and "Phase II," was followed, uring 1973 and 1974, by the
shockingly depressive effects 0 Secretary of State Henry A.
Kissinger's arranging the OPE oil-price hoax on behalf of
the London-based oil multis, hen known popularly as the
"Seven Sisters." This disastro s direction in U.S. domestic
and foreign economic and rela d policy and trends was ac
celerated by adoption of thos sets of policies sponsored
by David Rockefeller's Trilate I Commission and the New
York Council on Foreign Rela ons' "Project 1980s." These
included the "shock therapy" easures introduced by Presi
dent Carter's newly appointed Federal Reserve chairman,
Paul A. Volcker, in October 11979. Volcker's high-interest
rate hoax, which had been put forward first in the CFR "Proj
ect 1980s," and backed by thq Trilateral lobbyists, had an
immediately catastrophic effe(:t upon the U. S. economy.
Thus, over the course of the �970s as a whole, the U.S.
economy collapsed in all prod�tive sectors excepting a few
electronic and related spin-oft); of the Kennedy aerospace
program; the rate of contraction of the U. S. and world econo
my, over the course of the 1�80s was transformed into a
virtually terminal collapse-process by the Anglo-American
policies of 1985-92, especially Ptose introduced by Margaret
Thatcher and George Bush.
"Downsizing" has become an irrationalist, fanatical cult.
This popular myth currently int:ludes the delusion, that one
could collapse 85% of this planet into plague-ridden barba
rism, during a time as long ali a century, and yet keep a
residual 15% of this planet relatively secure and stable. This
delusion is closely related to the false axiomatic assumptions
underlying the popularized fallacy known as "comparative
advantage" of "low taxes and clteap labor."
The ability to continue to produce physical goods of ever
better quality ever-more cheapJy is an excellent, indispens
able policy. This realization Qf this praiseworthy goal de
mands a constant emphasis upon investment in improved
technologies generated by vigorous scientific progress in
such directions as beyond th� outer limits of present-day
astrophysics and microphysics< This improvement in condi
tions of life also depends upon essential considerations of

i
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TABLE 3

Water use for industrial purposes, 1970
(millions of cubic meters per year)
per household

per capita

950

294

470

170

500

128

United States
Germany
Japan
India
China

30

6

50

11

A critical feature of an economy's real economic development is
its ability to supply itself with water. In 1970, the difference
between three industrial nations (the United States, Germany, and
Japan) and two developing sector nations (India and China) was
significant. On a per household basis, the industrial nations
deployed between 10 and 20 times the water to industry as the
developing sector nations .. on a per capita basis, the disparity was
even greater. Lawfully, this resulted, in part, in much higher
industrial output in the industrial nations.

basic economic infrastructure; this requirement cannot be
compromised without disastrous effects upon the economy.
In transport, for example: the promptness and cheapness
of inbound and outbound passengers and freight. Availability
of reliable water supplies (see Table 3). Availability of ade
quate power supplies of the required quality. Local commu
nications. Sanitation. Education and health-care systems.
Apart from that class of correlatives, a potential level of per
capita physical productivity is principally a function of health
and cultural development of the labor force.
In all cases, these qualities of the local situation for in
vestment in production must be produced chiefly by, and at
the cost of the society in which the investment is made. Either
that society is able (and willing) to reproduce these required
"environmental" preconditions, or it is politically unwilling
to do so. If it is willing to do so, then that society as a
whole must be repaid amounts sufficient to regenerate those
improvements. Even were it willing, it might be incapable
of doing so. If a large number of investors in a country pay
so cheaply for their employed labor, and so forth, that the
country is strained beyond the limit of its means to continue
to reproduce these required "environmental" conditions, then
a spiral of collapse is introduced by cheap-labor, low-tax
fostering of such investments.
Otherwise, if the so-called "cheap labor region" in which
the investment is made is paid generally sufficient tax reve
nues and wage-levels to enable it those necessary precondi
tions, then the labor in that nation will no longer be truly
"cheap." As the legacy of eighteenth-century Dutch and Brit
ish colonialism, and nineteenth-century British imperialism
show throughout the relevant southerly regions of this planet,
the "comparative advantage" of cheap slave or paid colonial
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labor lies entirely in the power of t colonialist to conduct a
mass-murderous, Nazi occupation like type of asset-strip
ping of the population and natural r sources of the subjugated
region.
Thus, it is a matter of econom c principle, that the true
cost of producing anything, incl , ing the public sector's
contributions of general, national infrastructure, must be
seen as the physical cost of repr0 ucing and improving all
of those natural and developed rfjsources upon which the
continued local production, even b a localized investment,
of an equal or greater quantity and uality depends. Among
the included actually incurred cos of an investment: each
local investment in production m st contribute its share to
meeting the reproduction costs of he total population from
whose households the labor emplo ed is drawn.

l
1

, Asset-stripping'
Since the mid-1960s tum, the .S. financier interest has
adapted to that induced physical c lapse of the U.S. econo
my which its post-industrial policy has induced, responding
to this collapse with an increasin emphasis upon sundry
forms of asset-stripping. We shoul understand "asset-strip
ping" as various ways in which to ake a financial profit by
acquiring physical or monetary ass ts for resale by purchas
ing them at a price way below t e replacement price for
the physical assets underlying the 'notional financial values
assigned to them. "Junk bond" de�lings are one example of
such looting. It will probably be helpful to many readers to
present the following, additional �ample of commonplace
"asset-stripping" practices.
i
In a typical case, a banker link�d to the organized crime
circles formerly run top-down bYI Meyer Lansky assists a
credulous client's investment tod y, but with the intent to
loot him at some point down the lire-make the calf happy
with today's fattening, that he misht become a richer feast
the day he is driven into the asset-$tripping slaughterhouse.
One day, often years later, after �he investment has been
"fattened up" by aid of what seeme� to have been generously
supplied masses of credit, one of t �e creditors, not the origi
nal banker, mysteriously calls in a l(>an. Other things happen.
The client is thrown into bankruptqy. His former patron, the
banker, with an interest in the enteirprise all along, buys out
the other creditors by taking the a ets at one or two dimes'
worth for each dollar of replacemerlt cost of those assets, and
readily disposes of the assets so a quired for three or more
dimes, at a 50% or greater profit inlthe relatively short term.
In typical real instances of such idespread practices, this
buyout of the bankrupted assets occbrs by looting the original
investor, the bank depositors of relevant banks, and sundry
I
other creditors.
That and analogous forms of onetarist "downsizing"
within an existing local, national, qr world economy, gener
ates a relatively substantial, if locall rate of return, substantial
relative to the notional value of bas being shrunken physical-
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British-style free trade in
action: the "street
economy" in New York
City. The unscientific
axiomatic assumptions
of the British East India
Company's Haileybury
school are now
generally accepted in
ruling academic
institutions around the
world.

Iy by these means. One way of accomplishing this result, is

Similarly, by putting heal

upon care for persons

to send a "runaway shop" into a cheap-labor market, to loot

whose age is above 55 years one could eliminate, Hitler

both the market and the basis of that national economy out of

style, most of the older

which the "runaway shop" has been wrenched. The already

would lower the income

of the total population; this
by the survivors, per capita,

referenced "junk bonds" are the same species of asset-strip

of living for the survivors.

ping rip-off; so are "derivatives." The London and Wall

a population which could

Street private bankers do not invest in cheap labor for the

range U.S. standard of

purpose of obtaining wealth from production; the only sig

income per capita, a j../VI>'UI.alllC'lI which describes an infant

nificant source of wealth from such operations is the wealth

based demographic pyramid

taken from a domain outside the production process itself,

up to 85 or more years, is

a modal life expectancy of

the looting of the host economy by the levers of exchange

It was inevitable, that

the neo-malthusian fanatics

manipulations and of tax- and price-concessions. In short,

had succeeded in their goals

dropping the birth-rate and

this is accomplished through an asset-stripping operation, in

introducing a "post-industrial' utopia, the Orwellian goal of

which the production side serves only as a lever.

killing off large fractions of

Another form of asset-stripping, is arbitrarily lowering

who reach the age of

retirement must be seen by

malthusians as the economi-

the birth rate. The ability to maintain the whole economy on

cally required next step. Reducing the birth-rate means re

the same scale requires a reproduction of the labor force in

ducing the economic basis for sustaining persons in retire

that or an increased number of surviving post-adolescents of

ment age-ranges. All "life-boa economics" of this sort, fairly

a suitable quality of cognitive development and health. For

called "Hitler-style economic policies," have an analogous

example, by eliminating new births altogether, or virtually

effect.

so, one could lower the level of income required, per capita,

I

The use of asset-stripping forms of "privatization" of

to reduce the number of mouths to be fed sufficiently to reach

public education, combined with outcome-based education's

temporarily an otherwise impossible level of market basket

(OBE) emphasis on eliminatinf compulsory public education

enjoyed by the survivors of this population-collapse spiral:

of cognitive potentials, is als� an "asset-stripping" form of

Labor-force members from households without dependent

forerunner for Hitler-like hea�th-care and other population

children are much cheaper to employ, since they have fewer

control measures tomorrow. Without a form of obligatory

mouths to feed per member of the labor force (see Figure

public education which emph sizes European civilization's
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Household composition 1960-90
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classics and a geometrical approach to development of the
cognitive potentials, the result converges upon a deranged
population reminiscent of fourteenth-century European fla
gellant mobs, a population incapable of mastering the stan
dards of technological proficiency required by modern agri
culture and industry .
None of these "lower taxes," "cheaper labor" forms of
asset-stripping are truly sustainable forms of cost-control
measures. They are, each and all, essentially one-time modes
of deriving income from mass-murderous forms of asset
stripping of the accumulated physical and cultural wealth of
our collapsing society.
Thus, in order to discover the approximate degree of
post- 1 963 declines, during, respectively, the 1960s , the
1 970s, the 1980s, and the early 1990s, one must consider
first the apparent levels of output per capita, per household,
and per square kilometer. One must deduct from this apparent
output the amount of current physical wealth attributable to
the various guises of asset-stripping .
The additional considerations to be applied to the statis
tics are presented in my referenced 1984 textbook. That taken
into account, you have before you the outlines of construction
for an incontrovertible statistical proof: Since 1963 , the
world economy has been declining in net production of
wealth per capita, per household, and per square kilometer.
. This rate of decline has itself been increasing over that period,
most emphatically the past ten years .
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Smith, Ricardo, apd Marx:
British imperialism'�
zero-growth economists
2. 0

FIGURE S

During 1983-85, I forecast repeatedly , both in private and
widely distributed published stateD!lents , an approximately
1988 collapse of the Warsaw Pact eponornic system, should
Moscow refuse to reject the form of �ooperation which Presi
dent Reagan had proposed in his i itial presentations of a
Strategic Defense Initiative (SOl) ffer delivered publicly
on March 23, 1983 . I also warne� , similarly, from 1 983
onwards , that under Anglo-Americ� policies in force then
and now , that the western economi system was also headed
toward a systemic form of collapse Ifar worse than any mere
cyclical depression . During the Oct ber 1 988 U . S. presiden
tial campaign , I warned a nationw �e U . S . television audi
ence of such things as the impendiqg threat of a generalized
Balkan war launched by certain erbia factions , and also
forecast an impending, early reunifi¢ation of Germany under
conditions of an imminent "East loc" chain-reaction col
lapse . The collapse of the former Soviet system erupted in
glo-American financial
1989; the intrinsically bankrupt
system is now wobbling at the edg'1 of a precipice .
The collapse of both systems was set into motion by
policies introduced globally chiefly since the November 1 963
assassination of President John F . . Kennedy . The common
feature of this past 20-odd years collapse of both of the plan
et's dominant economic systems, he Anglo-American and
the Soviet, is that , in both cases , !the collapse was shaped
chiefly by common defects of polic*-shaping thinking . These
defects are rooted axiomatically in the British East India
Company's Haileybury school of "dam Smith , Jeremy Ben
tham , David Ricardo, et al .
To understand why and how the, world's economy entered
the past 30 years collapse-spiral , olle must recognize that this
collapse has been caused solely �y the influence of those
ideas of zero-growth economy wh�ch were embedded axio
matically in the thinking of Adam �mith and Karl Marx , and ,
more recently , in the "systems an�ysis" introduced to post1938 economics by radical positiyist John Von Neumann .
One also must recognize that , contrary to popular opinion,
economist Karl Marx was a follower of this British school in
every relevant sense , not merely �n admirer of what he so
often alleged to be the unchalleng¢d scientific superiority of
that Smith-Ricardo school . It is also a relevant fact that ,
virtually all of his adult life , thrpugh 187 1 , Marx was a
controlled asset of two of the princ ,pal control agents of Lord
Palmerston's foreign-intelligence I service: London resident
Giuseppe Mazzini and the British ' :Museum's" chief control
ler of Marx's education in economics , David Urquhart.
For the purposes of this repott , we are interested only
in a narrower aspect of Palmers�on's control over Marx .
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Although his work on economics is usually associated with
the notion of "surplus value, " in every feature of the formal
argument throughout the three volumes of his Capital, he
is, mathematically, a zero-growth economist . On this point,
there is no axiomatic difference between Marx and those
whom he repeatedly acknowledged as his teachers, notably
Smith and Ricardo . We stress that, as some postwar Cam
bridge University economists around Joan Robinson and
Nicholas Kaldor have indicated, the formal side of Marx's
Capital is readily restated as a relatively more sophisticated
version of Von Neumann 's zero-growth "systems analysis,"
that is, as a system of linear inequalities .
Kaldor 's Cambridge Systems Analysis group, working
closely with the malthusian Zuckerman-Alexander King Club
of Rome, plainly influenced the direction of Soviet economic
policy-thinking during the 1970s and early 1980s . That influ
ence, exerted through such channels as Lord Solly Zuckerman
and Dzherman Gvishiani ' s International Institute for Applied
Systems Analysis in Laxenburg, Austria, did not cause the
Soviet economic collapse; nonetheless, to those of us who
observed this influence during that time, IIASA's conduiting
of British systems-analysis influences into Moscow through
that and other channels certainly blinded many relevant Soviet
figures to the true causes of the catastrophe then in the making .
On the Anglo-American side of the collapse, the connec
tion to Adam Smith is simple and direct . Radical versions
of Smith 's dogma are embodied axiomatically in the policy
thinking which is bringing the Anglo-American financial sys
tem to an early systemic collapse .
To understand such specific connection of bad economic
theory to systemic collapse, we now treat in succession two
successive, interrelated points . The first of these is the way
in which the underlying assumptions of British economics
dogma, since the eighteenth century, became rooted in to
day 's policies of most governments and universities through
out the world . Secondly, we must examine rigorously the axi
omatic connection between certain classes of ideas and
material effects of those ideas in economic practice . The cru
cial economic implications of modem systems analysis, in
cluding the manner in which this radical version of Smith,
Ricardo, Marx et a1 . has shaped the presently ongoing global
economic collapse, can be understood only from that twofold
standpoint .
In both of those facets of this subject-matter, the most
crucial feature of this is the fact that the formal side of the
economics teachings influencing both western and Soviet
policy-shaping was derived from a doctrine whose formali
ties tolerate no economic policies which are not consistent
with a zero-growth result .
Review briefly the definition of axiomatics . Later, we
shall identify how the unscientific axiomatic assumptions of
the British East India Company 's Haileybury school became
generally accepted in ruling twentieth-century academic in
stitutions around the world .
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2.1 Axiomatics, briefly
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Let us be certain that we understand one another when
we use the term "axiomatics . ' � Stated most simply, we mean
what the classic text in Euclidean geometry defines "axiom"
to signify in practice . Unfortunately, there are many universi
ty science graduates today who, as victims of the so-called
"New Math" curriculum intr uced 30 years ago, were de
nied a competent grounding �n geometry . Those who did
receive such a grounding will' please kindly bear with us as
the meaning of the term is explained to those who did not .
Fairly said: In its classicail usage, "axiom" signifies an
assertion which is adopted without proof, adopted on the
authority of the unproven assu ption that any contrary opin
ion must be absurd (whether that assumption is relatively
valid or false) . For example, a "point" in taught Euclidean
geometry is the smallest conc ivable image in sense-percep
tion, and a "straight line" is
agined to be, similarly, the
shortest distance between two points .
Once these, and other axio ms have been adopted as build
ing-blocks for that species of g�ometrical thinking, no propo
sition (theorem) adopted m4st be inconsistent with any
among the axioms . Thus, oQce we adopt any choices of
axioms and postulates as a fi ed set of underlying assump
tions for any formal system, oPt only will every proposition
generated within that system be consistent with each and all
of those assumptions, but, eac and every proposition which
could ever exist within that system is implicitly stated in
advance . This principle of fonlnal systems, including all for
mal systems of mathematics J is sometimes known as the
"hereditary principle" of a fomtlal logic such as that of Russell
and Whitehead 's Principia Mathematica.
Since the formal aspect of the economic systems of Adam
Smith, Karl Marx, and John Von Neumann each and all
claimed to be logically consistent formal systems, this rule,
the so-called "hereditary prin¢iple," applies to each and all
of them . This brings into play a second formal principle of
all logical systems, the so-called principle of "types . " By
treating each of these economic systems as sub-types of a
common type, we are able to identify the cause of the present
ly ongoing, worldwide econQrnic collapse in a simple and
direct way .
For our purposes here, th� following definition of that
principle of types will be suffi¢ient .
Once we show that each a�d all theorems possible within
any logically consistent formal system are all embodied im
plicitly in a single "hereditary principle," we can replace a
listing of such theorems by simply stating that hereditary
principle . To construct such a statement, we must present the
set of interdependent axioms as a principle for generating, in
some ordered or other succession, each and every theorem
implicitly possible within that succession .
This leads us to an importamt, fundamental discovery first
elaborated by Georg Cantor . this discovery was echoed by
a twentieth-century mathematician, Kurt Gode 1 . Godel, by
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A model for the investigation of conic sections, at the Franklin

Institute of Technology in Philadelphia. Geometrical thinking is
the axiomatic starting point for correct methodology in economics.

reconstructing a crucial feature of Cantor' s proof, discredited
the most fundamental mathematical axioms of not only Ber
trand Russell , but also of the putative father of modern eco
nomic systems analysis , John Von Neumann. Leave the re
lated Cantor topics of non-denumerable sequences and power
sets untreated here today ; the point relevant to our treatment
of Smith , Marx , and Von Neumann , here , is fairly summed
up as follows.
As Plato demonstrated this famous ontological paradox
by his Parmenides dialogue : that unifying conception of
change which , as a generating principle , subsumes and thus
bounds all of the members of a collection cannot be itself a
member of that collection. This was demonstrated in a fresh
way by Cantor, a demonstration which Cantor situated ex
plicitly in terms of Plato ' s work , and which Cantor developed
as a revolution respecting both the formal and ontological
features of all possible mathematical thinking. Thu s , if we
state the "hereditary principle" of any formal system , such
as today ' s generally accepted university classroom mathe
matics, in its proper form as a generating principle , that
statement lies outside the formal system of elements which it
defines implicitly. That fact lies outside the reach of compre
hension by today ' s generally accepted mathematical think
ing ; but that principle is nonetheless intelligible, knowable.
The history of mathematics itself illustrates this point .
EIR
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The kind of mathematics which may be derived from the
kind of set of axioms and postulates presented as Euclidean
geometry , yields a form of mathematics called "algebra," or
"algebraic systems." That is the kind of mathematics we
associate with Rene Descartes or Isaac Newton . Over the
interval 1440- 1697, a higher form of non-algebraic mathe
matics was established, presented in this form at the latter
date chiefly by Gottfried Leibniz and Jean Bernoulli . The
higher form of non-algebraic mathematics came to be known
as the domain of transcendental functions . The Euclidean
axioms of point and line were discarded as axioms, and re
placed by isoperimetric , or circular action , also known as a
principle of "universal least action . " The establishment of
non-algebraic mathematics as superior to algebraic forms,
was demonstrated by the astonishingly accurate, 1670s mea
surement of the speed of light by Ole Roemer, and by the
successive application of this measurement to principles of
refraction by Christian Huyghens, Leibniz, and Jean Ber
noull i .
Although Leibniz and h i s friends discredited the axiomat
ics of algebraic thinking, they took away nothing of impor
tance to science. All of the valid features of algebra are
understood from the standpoint of non-algebraic mathemat
ics , but free of the fallacies of algebraic thinking . It is shown
that non-algebraic mathematics bounds algebra externally,
but that , true to the paradox of Plato 's Parmenides, the truth
of non-algebraic mathematics cannot be derived by construc
tion from a formal algebra. In the language of Cantor, alge
braic and non-algebraic mathematical formalisms are two
distinct species of "hereditary principle, " or, distinct types,
of which all valid propositions in algebra belong to a sub-type
under non-algebraic functions . Similarly, Cantor showed the
existence of a third, higher type of mathematics, beyond
denumerable arrays, which is a higher type than any variety
of today ' s generally accepted classroom mathematics .
The notion of (transfinite) axiomatic types applies to the
problem under investigation here . The systems represented
by the mathematically representable features of the political
economy of Adam Smith, David Ricardo , Karl Marx, and
John Stuart Mill belong to a common, Cantorian type of
linear schema which is characteristically entropic, as, nota
bly, Ludwig Boltzmann defines entropy in mechanistic mod
els of a gas system, or any analogous system . The same is
true of the systems analysis of John Von Neumann .
The fact that Boltzmann ' s model is axiomatically entrop
ic leads directly to the following paradox . If the universe
as a whole were subject to a universal law of entropy, as
Boltzmann' s mechanistic model implies, then Boltzmann
himself could never have come into existence to construct
his theory . Thu s , if Boltzmann ' s theory is valid, then both
Boltzmann and his theo'ry never existed .
A scholarly defender of Boltzmann 's work would raise
an objection to our use of that paradox which is more or less
the same point made by Boltzmann himself . That objection
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would be , that Boltzmann himself showed that non-entropic
phenomena might conceivably exist locally within a universe
which is overall entropic.
The rebuttal to this objection is , summarily, that such a
defense of Boltzmann depends absolutely upon Boltzmann's
own reliance upon choosing an incompetent definition of
"negative entropy (negentropy)." For Boltzmann to have
come into existence, he must be a living process which is
capable of progressive , and efficient intellectual discoveries
analogous in form to an evolutionary model of living process
es as a whole , and also analogous to such inorganic forms of
evolutionary self-transformation of a process as the genera
tive principle , or type represented by the developed form of
the Mendeleyev Periodic Table of elements and isotopes.
As an existing person , Boltzmann , despite his theories, did
conform to such an evolutionary model. However, these evo
lutionary "models ," including Boltzmann himself, are not
represented by the way in which the purely mechanistic no
tion of "negative entropy" is defined mathematically by
Boltzmann's theorem.
The claim by Norbert Wiener, for example, that Boltz
mann's mechanistic model is a model of a principle of living
processes , for example , is a plain chicanery. By the time
Wiener wrote his Cybernetics. there was a well-established,
rigorous distinction between the two types of systems, en
tropic and not-entropic; the formal history of this distinction
began with Plato's treatment of the implications of the regular
solids' unique construction. In modem science, Plato's argu
ment is developed further by Luca Pacioli, Leonardo da
Vinci , and is a central feature of the work of Johannes Kepler.
The work of Plato, da Vinci, and Kepler is regrounded on
the basis of Leibniz' s analysis situs and important later work
in this direction by Gauss , et al.; the refinement of Mendele
yev's Periodic Table by earlier twentieth-century work, up
through the 1930s, in nuclear radiation, fusion and fission,
made clear what we ought to signify empirically and mathe
matically by our obligation to make a strict formal distinction
between living and entropic processes. The attachment of the
word "negative entropy (negentropy)," as a simple time
reversal of statistical entropy, to the non-entropic features
of living processes was therefore childish word-play; and
Wiener's application of the Boltzmann statistical theorem to
define a common principle of human communication and
living processes a patent sophistry, a hoax.
In physical economy, for example, negative entropy is
properly represented in the following way.
The total consumption of combined infrastructural , pro
ducers and households' market-baskets of essential physical
goods corresponds to a magnitude which modem practice
commonly terms "energy of the system." The desired in
crease of the total output of production over the "energy of
the system" previously embodied in the productive process,
corresponds functionally to the relative "free energy" of that
society as a process. The ratio of this "free energy" to that
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"energy of the system ," is a co�elative of the productivity of
that society considered as a w ole. Follow this several steps
further.
i
These magnitudes are cons dered in totality , but they are
also considered functionally p�r capita, per household , per
square kilometer , and per squate kilometer per capita. In the
successful cases, the increase in productivity lessens the per
capita amount of productive ffort required to satisfy the
maintenance of the required le �el of the energy of the system
per capita. However , there are o other outstanding changes
which are included among tho *e required to sustain this rise
in the ratio of free energy to e ergy of the system. As mea
sured in physical, but not labor time terms , the energy of the
system per capita must increas . Similarly, the ratio of total
infrastructure goods plus prod cers' goods , to households'
goods , must also increase , al ough the absolute, physical
magnitude of the content of th household's per-capita mar
ket-basket must increase. The atisfaction of those precondi
tions provides a model of what "negative entropy" must sig
that term any degree of
nify if we are to attribute
congruence with the distincti lY anti-entropic characteris
tics of living processes. This odel illustrates the required
alternative definition of "neg tive entropy" if that term is
intended to reference the distin uishing characteristic of any
process which would have pertnitted Boltzmann himself to
have come into existence.
This is also the model whi ¢h an economic process must
satisfy to generate a genuine margin of what Marx termed
"surplus value , " of profit to hUIlnanity as a whole. In the case
of Adam Smith , David Ricardo � Karl Marx, John Stuart Mill,
William Jevons , and John VQn Neumann , the systematic
formalities of their respective ju"guments all share the same
axiomatic blunder central to both Boltzmann's and Wiener's
mistaken mathematical definition of "negative entropy."
They are each and all intrinSically zero-growth models ,
which, as policy-guides, would ensure axiomatically an en
tropic collapse of any economy foolish enough to tolerate
them.
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Smith versus the Physiotrats
We are now situated to exlamine the way in which the
zero-growth axioms were embedded in the work of Smith ,
Marx, Von Neumann , et al. Briefly , then, as follows.
The science of political ecoJllomy was developed original
ly by Gottfried Leibniz over the interval 1672-1716. The
Physiocrats, and Smith , Marx, Mill, and Von Neumann after
them were all adversaries of Le iltmiz in science generally , and
in the field of political economy in particular. As economists ,
Smith, Marx, Mill, and Von Neumann were all philosophical
adversaries of Leibniz from tHe standpoint of John Locke;
Locke's model of society is k ey to understanding the com
mon axiomatic fallacies of their economic systems.
The outstanding features �of Leibniz's discoveries in
physical economy included, first , his development of the
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notion of heat-powered machinery, and, second, his notion
of technology. The first bears upon the increase of the average
productive powers of labor of society as a whole through the
use of heat-powered machinery. The second involves that
increase in productive powers of labor which follow intro
duction of a principle of design of experimental apparatus of
scientific discovery to tools, product-design, and machinery
of production, all to such included effect that the per-capita
physical productivity of society were increased by this means
even without an increase in the throughput of heat-power per
capita.
An alliance of certain aristocratic and financial-oligarchi
cal forces mobilized to eradicate the influence of Leibniz's
science of physical economy. The most important of these,
until about 1783, were the so-called Physiocrats. Later, be
ginning 1763, during the rising political power in Britain,
William Petty, the Second Earl of Shelburne, adopted Adam
Smith as an an agent of the opium-smuggling and slave
trading British East India Company, assigning Smith to study
the work of the French and Swiss Physiocrats, to design a
scheme for destroying the economies of both France and
the English-speaking colonies in North America . Smith's
apology for the British East India Company's morally objec
tionable practices, The Wealth of Nations, appeared as a
Shelburne-backed anti-American tract in 1776. Smith plagia
rized significantly the written work of leading French Physio
crats, such as Turgot, but also included the added, pernicious
dogma, intended to destroy the economies of France and
English-speaking North America, "free trade. " Smith, Ricar
do, Marx, Mill, Von Neumann, et aI. , are each and all direct
outgrowths of the John Locke axiomatic model of political
economy proffered by the British East India Company's
Adam Smith.
In contrast, the U. S. Declaration of Independence was
based upon Leibniz's "pursuit of happiness," in opposition
to Locke's "pursuit of property." Similarly, what became
known worldwide as the anti-British American System of
Political Economy was set into motion under President
George Washington through U.S. Treasury Secretary Alex
ander Hamilton's Leibnizian On the Subject of Manufac
tures, and the thorough complementary credit and national
banking policies set forth in Hamilton's reports to the U . S .
Congress o n credit and a national bank. The Leibnizian sys
tem of political economy, as the form of the future U.S.
economy's success was described prophetically by Hamilton
then, did correspond to a truly negentropic model, contrary
to the entropic schemes of Smith, Marx, Von Neumann, and
Norbert Wiener.
Of all of these anti-Leibniz economic dogmas, only the
Physiocrats allowed a true profit to society as a whole, and
that in a most eerie form. For Smith, Ricardo, Marx, Mill,
and Von Neumann, profit is something gained by one person
out of the pocket of another, as trading profit, as usury,
or some outright speculative swindle such as today's "junk
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bonds ." In Von Neumann's language , for them , as for to
day's malthusians, economy is a giant, all-seasons gambling
hall, an "n-person, zero-sum game ." 13y contrast, the Physio
crats argued that all net growth of the wealth of society per
capita is generated solely as the "bomity of nature," not man's
productive labor. Implicitly, these , French rural oligarchs
were pagan worshippers of the Delphi Apollo cult's earth
mother and whore goddess, Gaia . Tlte Physiocrats' favorite
prostitute , Gaia, produced all gain ! in wealth ; labor were
merely as cattle grazing in Gaia's l field, munching upon
Gaia's bounty. The landlord, by oW ing a piece of land, had
the only legitimate title to Gaia's b nty, like the man who
had rented the pleasure to an hour of Gaia's services as a
prostitute .
The human species is known to nave lived on this planet
for no less than about 2 million yearS . It appears, that about
that time and later, our species hali a planetary potential
population-density of less than 10 million individual persons,
about the potential of a creature reSembling the baboon in
every respect but man's inferior streqgth and fighting capaci
ty. Had mankind been merely an $.Dimal, mankind today
would still live in no more than those numbers and with
approximately the same table manne,-s . The characteristic of
those changes in potential populatikm-density which have
brought us to this time is an incre.se in both standard of
living and productivity expressed in Doth per-capita and per
square-kilometer terms . This Cantoiian type of increase in
potential population-density is rooted in those mental capaci
ties of the individual human person which permit mankind to
generate and to assimilate efficiently those axiomatic-revolu
tionary discoveries in science and lJne arts through which
man's per-capita power over nature is increased .
In respect to any formal system, �ch as generally accept
ed classroom mathematics, an axiomatic-revolutionary dis
covery appears as an absolute math¢matical discontinuity . *
Animal and human behavior must be! contrasted axiomatical
ly in these terms of reference .
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Cut one line with another. If we malce the second of those lines

sufficiently thin , can it become the case th�t the length of the first line
coinciding with the second will be a point oli the first line for which there
is no denumerable determination of exact pci)sition? "Yes," says Cantor' s
demonstration . This issue was already feature41 i n such locations a s Bernhard
Riemann' s 1 854 habilitation dissertation; the model of the problem was
introduced by Richard Dedekind. It was central in the work of Cantor' s
teacher, Karl Weierstrass . This is a true mathe\llltl ical discontinuity. Asymp
totic limits which are true discontinuities are therefore never existing theo
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rems of a continuous function which they bou d . For a n example o f this latter

principle, compare B . Riemann 's constructio� of his On the Propagation of

Plane Air Waves of Finite Magnitude,

l

pub ished in 1 860, in which the

central point is this notion of an asymptotic limit as a singUlarity which is

t�

not a theorem of the function which it bou� s . Similarly, true axiomatic
revolutionary discoveries are not themselve functions (theorems) of the
formal (e . g . , mathematical) system which is

eir putative point of origina

tion . Similarly, a series of such functions, a a Cantorian type, is a quality
of function which resides outside all generally accepted classroom mathe
matics, yet inclusively bounds the latter exterhally .
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